
 
 

As a correction, please disregard the previous sample case as it incorrectly relates to member entering a SNF.  Below, I've 
updated yesterday's Tuesday Tip and the sample case to reference LTC as an example instead of SNF.   

The first correction is that OP events (PA and non-PA) should remain in place while member is hospitalized or in a SNF 
and the Care Manager is responsible for letting providers know member is hospitalized/in a SNF.  

When member returns to community, the Care Manager is to notify providers that services should be resumed.  Again, in 
the case of hospitalization or SNF, where it is a relatively short term stay, please DO NOT close out member OP event(s).  
If member continues in LTC then the Care Manager would close out the old OP event(s) since they will no longer be 
needed. 

The second correction is that the original End Date should not be changed on outpatient events that need to be 
closed.  The actual End Date of the service will be reflected under the "Closed Date" field that appears when the status 
of an outpatient event has been changed to Closed.  

Please review the updates to the Tuesday Tip below 

 

The following are examples of conditions in which Outpatient Events should be completely closed out for a member:  

 Death 

 Expired End Date (i.e. services were successfully rendered) 

 Disenrollment 

 Change in Condition (i.e., entering LTC) 

 Service Refused (i.e., services withdrawn by member or provider) 

Sample Case 
Member Mary Poppins has had homemaking service for 2 hours twice a week since 12/1/13, but today she entered LTC 
due to an unexpected severe decline in condition and will no longer need homemaker service.  The End Date for the 
service is 12/1/14.  To properly close out the OP event and any other active OP events for Mary, we will need to 
complete the following 3 steps: 

1. Change the Outpatient Event Status from "Complete" to Closed  
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Note: Once the Status of an OP event has been changed to "Closed," two additional dropbox options will appear:    

2. Select the most appropriate Closed Reason [select "Other" and type "Entering LTC" in free text field for this 
example] 

3. Enter the OP event Closed Date [11/18/14 for this example] and  do not alter the End Date on the Outpatient 
Event. 

 

  
     

 

 
 

Thanks, 

Damien  
______________________________________  
Damien Wimbush  
Clinical Training Specialist  
SCO Care Management  
Tufts Health Plan | 705 Mount Auburn Street | Watertown, MA 02472  
Phone: 617-972-9400 ext. 8203 | E-mail: damien_wimbush@tufts-health.com 
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